SkillsUSA Graphic Communications Virtual Project
Scope of the Contest
To assist in preparing along with evaluating each contestant for real world employment, while recognize
outstanding students for excellence and professionalism in the field of graphic communication
Knowledge Performance
The contest will include a Resume, Portfolio, and Video with Oral Presentation. See SkillsUSA
Virtual Technical Standards for competencies measured.
Contest Description
A magazine cover is developed / produced through each section of the contest. This workflow from start
to finish gives the representation of what it takes to produce a printed piece from the design stages to the
final product whether it is output on a Digital Press or an Offset Press with Post-press finishing
equipment.
Contest Assessment
Contest Information (All items must be received by due date)
•

PDF Resume
o Upload one file with all contestant’s one-page resume’s and include the digital link(s) to
Portfolio and Zoom Recording
o Click link below for Resume Rubric and scoring details
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-9YpfjykXVDSCVtVEJFMHeVnrQHxYdO/view?usp=sharing

Portfolio/Written Submission
• Upload both written submissions in a cloud-based storage platform and embed the link to written
document into all contestant’s resumes.
•

The contestant will answer the five pre-interview questions provided in a narrative format.
Spelling, grammar, and punctuation will be assessed.

•

Upload PDF of SkillsUSA Week Poster project

Scoring Information
The following pre-submission items will be judged by industry professionals prior to virtual in-person
Zoom session. *See Technical Standards for specific judging criteria
1. Resume with embedded links to written submissions and video of Graphic Communications
process for creating a SkillsUSA Week poster
2. Written submission of responses to pre-interview questions and PDF of completed poster
3. Video recording of contestant completing the Graphic Communications Project.
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Written Responses to Pre-Interview Questions
Utilizing Zoom or Teams, record your pre-interview presentation. Upload unedited recording to a cloudbased storage platform and embed the link into contestant’s resume. *Ensure lighting, audio and video
are high quality

You are applying for one of the following positions (your choice) at Three Lions
Graphics near your hometown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assistant bindery operator
Customer service representative
Digital press operator
Graphic designer
Marketing assistant
Premedia technician
Sales representative
Sheetfed offset press feeder
Web offset press roll tender

Company Description
Three Lions was founded in the early 1950’s, started by Eddie Haskell as a small
commercial printing company committed to putting the needs of his customers first and
delivering the highest level of quality and service possible.
Haskell kept an eye on the future and invested in emerging technologies and services.
Within 15 years, the company was positioned as a driving force in the regional printing
industry. Susie Haskell became president in 1985, taking over from her father.
The business grew rapidly during the 1980’s and 1990’s. Almost three decades later, the
Three Lions name is known and respected industry wide for abiding by and maintaining
its founding tradition of excellence for the customers whom it serves.
Today, Suzie has taken Three Lions to new heights. Her ability to look beyond industry
trends and set new ones has made her one of the most respected leaders in the printing
industry. Her commitment to “beyond” cutting edge technology has positioned the company
as an innovator in the changing world of digital media.
Today, Three Lions Graphics is a full-service facility with capabilities ranging from
premedia, printing, binding, mailing, fulfillment, and distribution. It operates 24 hours a
day, seven days a week and produces a variety of award-winning printed media—direct
mail, manuals, catalogs, magazines, and advertising collateral. The company has the latest
in web offset, sheetfed offset, and digital printing technology. In 2012 Three Lions began
offering mobile services—developing mobile apps and mobile- enhanced websites for its
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print customers. It also has a separate division that sells printed products via the Internet,
producing with dozens of digital presses. The division boasts that jobs routinely go from
on-line submission to its full-color digital presses in eight minutes or less.
Directions: Select one position from Three Lions Graphics and write your responses to the
following questions as your pre-interview.

•
•
•

How has your education and experience prepared you to work for our company?
Tell me about your proudest achievement.
Give me an example of how you were able to effectively resolve a conflict
with a fellow student or employee?

•

Describe how you would handle a situation if you were required to finish
multiple tasks by the end of the day, and there was no conceivable way that
you could finish them.
In what ways would you be an asset to Three Lions Graphics?

•

Judging
Your interview will be judged in five 20-point categories:
•
•
•
•

•

Poise—self-confident manner and composure during interview
Body Language—body posture, gestures, facial expressions, and eye contact
Verbal Communications—Ability to answer interview questions, clearly and concisely
Professionalism of Resume—effective summary of
skills/talents, appropriate organization/format, readability,
and grammar/spelling
Salesmanship—Ability to persuade interviewer of suitability for position

Zoom Interview/Role Play
You will receive a specified date/time to participate in a virtual interview/role play via Zoom with
industry professionals. You should be dressed in your SkillsUSA attire for this session.
*During your Zoom Session, you will participate in a live virtual job interview for a Graphic
Communications position with Three Lions Graphics

**The following table provides job descriptions for each available position.
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Position

Description
•

Assistant
Bindery
Operator

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Customer
Service
Representative

•
•
•
•

•

Set up, adjust and operate a variety of auxiliary binding machines
containing several cutting heads, control surfaces or other
attachments (i.e. inkjet and mailing devices, case making & decorating
equipment, folders, cutters, collators, stitchers, drills, and gluing
machines) that can be combined with other equipment and devices to
produce a complete bindery and finishing unit that processes printed
sheets into final books, catalogs, manuals, directories, magazines or
other completed products.
Inspect equipment for safety issues.
May assist with the setup and operation of saddle stitching and/or
adhesive binding machines (perfect binders).
Make needed adjustments to coordinate the multiple work
stations on a single machine.
Work with team leader and crew on all aspects of production.
Monitor and ensure necessary levels of quality and productivity.
Engage customers to gather job requirements and translate customer
requirements into detailed manufacturing/kitting instructions and
shipping/postal instructions. Offer suggestions to customers
regarding workflow/process improvements to proposed jobs as
appropriate.
Ensure information is accounted for and accurate before production
begins. Ensure job instructions are entered and verified in the
manufacturing system and added to the production schedule.
Communicate with customers during production process to keep
them informed of the status of jobs, gather additional information as
needed, and coordinate changes to jobs.
Forward/review proofs with customer and obtain approval of
materials, such as artwork, color separations, or ink samples.
Coordinate the resolution of customer or manufacturing issues.
Communicate with customers regarding the resolution of issues.
Monitor progress of jobs throughout production, confer with
manufacturing operations on counts and final runs and ensure the
final product meets customer requirements and company
standards.
Gather information on work performed to assemble paperwork for
billing purposes.
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Digital Press
Operator

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Graphic Designer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing
Assistant

•
•
•
•
•

Operate inkjet and electrophotographic digital presses.
Review job instructions to prepare jobs for printing.
Set-up job requirements in digital front end (RIP).
Maintain daily print job production logs and daily delivery manifests.
Setup, program and release jobs from print queue. Adjust
image position, perforations and folds on paper.
Monitor quality of job output for correctness and image quality.
Ensure color consistency and accuracy according to customer
requirements.
Order supplies such as ink, chemical solutions, blankets and rollers,
paper, tabs and other items as needed. Maintain inventory levels.
Confer with customers and create designs, concepts, and sample
layouts based that reflect excellent layout principles and design
concepts and meet customer needs.
Determine size and arrangement of illustrative material and copy,
and select style and size of type.
Use page layout, illustration, and image manipulation software to
generate images and design files.
Prepare final layouts according to media requirements.
Review final layouts from outside designers and suggest improvements
as needed.
Develop graphics and layouts not just for print, but also for mobileenabled sites, websites, and other digital media.
Communicate instructions to CSR and/or production.
Review digital proofs for content and color. May require approving jobs
on press.
Assist the marketing manager with marketing activities.
Assist and coordinate the production of a wide range of marketing
communications.
Provide support for marketing events and exhibitions as required.
Assist with the writing and distribution of news releases and social
media content.
Keep information on company website and social media sites up-todate.
Monitor inquiries from website and social media sites and
ensure timely and appropriate responses.
Perform research and update the customer and prospect databases.
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•
•

Premedia
Technician

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales
Representative

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sheetfed Offset
Press Feeder

•
•
•
•
•

Review electronic files from clients and check them for
thoroughness and completeness.
Use page layout software to manipulate the format of the print job
to the dimensions of the paper. Account for folds, trims, bleeds and
gripper, and add crop marks and color bars as necessary.
Identify missing or problematic components and communicate
them to the CSR, customer, and/or production personnel.
Work directly with CSR, customer, and/or production personnel as
necessary to work out any problems with the job. Load customer
supplied electronic files for output, onto the prepress file server.
Prepare color proofs for customer review. Create manufacturing proofs.
Impose images and operate platemaking equipment (when jobs will be
produced on our offset presses).
Perform quality checks on finished plates before releasing to
manufacturing.
Develop a portfolio of customer accounts, selling print and marketing
solutions that utilize the wide array of capabilities of Three Lions.
Use expertise in assessing a customer’s marketing needs and the
specific solutions that our company can provide.
Research and initiate contact with potential new customers.
Service and expand assigned accounts.
Maintain contact and account records.
Follow up on estimates and customer product inquiries.
Communicate job specification requirements accurately and timely to
the CSR.
Facilitate and manage customer job approvals.
Ensure paper, ink, dampening solution, and other raw materials
are loaded into press to supply a constant flow of materials while
the equipment is running.
Make adjustments to equipment such as feeder mechanism based on
the size of the paper.
Deliver equipment components such as plates or spray heads to the
equipment for installation.
Recycle old/discarded plates.
Provide basic assistance as needed to makeready the equipment for
operation.
Assist with retrieving plates, hanging plates and recycling/storing
plates and other tasks associated with makeready of the press.
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•

Web Offset Press
Rolltender

•
•
•
•
•

Load rolls of paper onto automatic splicing unit of web offset
press. Inspect rolls of paper for blemishes or tears and cut away
damaged area with knife. Roll paper into loading position on
automatic splicer, insert shaft of automatic splicer through roll
core, secure holding chucks of automatic splicer to shaft ends,
and thread paper through press components to prepare press for
printing.
Apply adhesive strip to backup roll and insert backup roll onto
automatic splicing unit of press to prepare paper for automatic
splicing.
Remove roll of leftover paper from press after automatic splicing.
May operate mechanical truck to transport rolls of paper to press
area.
Assist with some of the makeready tasks associated with the type
of press operated such as hanging plates, examining plates,
prepping and installing blankets, adjusting tension, etc.
May clean press and clean and install press components to maintain
press in working order.

Graphic Communications Video of Poster Process
•

You have been hired by SkillsUSA to create a finished poster that will be 11” W x 17”H using
the following criteria.

•

Design area is 11” W x 14.25”H Vertical Format

•

Set your page size to 11x17” with 1/8” Bleed.

•

When you export to PDF: In Marks and Bleeds, make sure that you check “Crop Marks” and
“Use Document Bleed Settings” *Entries received that do not have crop marks and bleed showing
will not be entered into the contest.

•

Text Area is 11” W x 3.75” H

•

The following information must appear in this area
o
o
o

•

SkillsUSA Week is Feb. 7-13, and you can participate in many ways. Honor your community
supporters, connect with local business and industry professional through creative in-person
or virtual events!
Sponsored by: SkillsUSA National Association
Designed by: (Contestant’s Name) A student of (Instructor’s Name) In the (Name of
Program) at (Name of Contestant’s school/college), City, State, Zip

SkillsUSA logos may be downloaded from the SkillsUSA Website
https://www.skillsusabrandcenter.org/content/index/guid/downloadables?parent=1
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To create your video submission, open a Zoom or Microsoft Teams meeting and click record screen share
only. Record your process for creating the SkillsUSA Week poster from start to finish. Narrate the steps
you are taking throughout the process. Once completed, download the video file to a cloud-based storge
platform (Google Drive, Dropbox, One Drive, etc.) and embed the saved link into your resume.
Download the completed poster as a PDF file and upload the link to a cloud-based storage platform, and
embed the saved link into your resume.

GRAPHIC
COMMUNICATIONS
(VIRTUAL)
PURPOSE
To evaluate each contestant’s preparation for
employment and to recognize outstanding
students for excellence and professionalism in
the field of graphic communications.
First, download and review the General
Regulations at: http://updates.skillsusa.org.

CLOTHING REQUIREMENT
Class E: Contest specific — Business Casual
•
•

•

Official SkillsUSA white polo shirt.
Black dress slacks (accompanied by black
dress socks or black or skin-tone seamless
hose) or black dress skirt (knee-length,
accompanied by black or skin-tone
seamless hose).
Black leather closed-toe dress shoes.

Contest Clothing Notes (Apply ONLY to Virtual
Competitions):
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Official SkillsUSA Competition Clothing
recommended but NOT required.
Contestant clothing options include the
following:
o Official Competition Clothing.
o Trade Appropriate Clothing.
o Professional Dress.
o Business Casual.
Clothing must meet industry safety
standards.
No identification of the contestant, school
or state is allowed on clothing.
No offensive, vulgar or inappropriate
images or text are allowed on contestants
clothing.
No shorts or sleeveless shirts are allowed.
Skirts must be at least knee-length.
Proper Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) must be worn by contestant to meet
all state, local and school requirements due
to COVID-19.

•

Scoring deductions may only be given
and/or disqualification of contestant if
clothing safety standards are not met.

These regulations refer to clothing items that
are pictured and described at:
www.skillsusastore.org. If you have questions
about clothing or other logo items, call
1-888-501-2183.

ELIGIBILITY
Open to active SkillsUSA members enrolled in
programs with graphic communications as the
occupational objective.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
Supplied by the contestant:
1. Computer with high-speed internet
capability and camera to use applications
such as Zoom, Teams, etc. The minimum
recommended internet bandwidth speeds
for joining Zoom meetings, accessing ondemand curriculum and other online
operations is 2.0 Mbps up and down. You
can test your current internet speeds by
following this link: www.speedtest.net.
Allow the page to load and click on GO.
2. A secondary camera(s) may be required to
provide judges with the ability to view
contestants from different angles.
Additional camera requirements will be
located on the SkillsUSA website at
http://updates.skillsusa.org.
3. A contest Proctor will be required to be on
site to assist judges. A local industry expert
is preferred to serve as the Proctor and
shall not be an individual that has been
involved with the training of the
contestant(s). The Proctor will serve as the
onsite “hands and eyes” for the judges.
Proctor will follow instructions from the
judges for safety and operations related to
the competition. Proctor may be asked by
judges to perform several tasks such as
operating a portable camera to show
specific components or steps, measure
parts, or any task that will provide judges
with information needed to assist in
accurate scoring of the contestant’s work or
presentation. However, the Proctor shall
not serve as a judge nor have any influence
on contestant scores.

4. The contestant’s instructor or advisor shall
be on site to observe all competition
activities to ensure a safe and healthy
competition experience for all participants.
That instructor or advisor will not be
allowed to interact or interfere with the
competitor unless a safety issue arises that
requires interaction. Any other support or
interaction between the contestant and the
instructor/advisor will result in
disqualification.
5. All competitors must create a one-page
résumé and submit an electronic copy to
the technical committee chair at least seven
(7) days in advance of the competition.
Failure to do so will result in a 10-point
penalty. Instructions for submission of the
electronic résumé copy will be provided on
the SkillsUSA website at
http://updates.skillsusa.org.
6. All equipment and materials used in the
hands-on component of the contest
Note: Your contest may also require a hard
copy of your résumé as part of the actual
contest. Check the Contest Guidelines
and/or the updates page on the SkillsUSA
website: http://updates.skillsusa.org.

SCOPE OF THE CONTEST
This contest is related to competencies defined
by the Graphic Arts Education and Research
Foundation in PrintED competencies.

Knowledge Performance
The contest will include a written knowledge
test. The test will consist of 100 items.

Skills Performance
The contest includes a series of testing stations
designed to assess ability to perform identified
competencies. Each year, the Graphic
Communications technical committee defines
contest stations.

Contest Guidelines
1. In accordance with the graphic
communications industry, the contest
consists of six unique but contributing
performance stations:
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a.

Digital workflow — the handling and
checking of files prior to preflight to an
output device.
b. Electronic prepress — the re-creating of
a created design using appropriate
page layout software.
c. Finishing — the operation of a paper
cutter and tabletop folders according to
instructions provided.
d. Offset press operations — the handling
of a prepared plate, mounting on a
press and making all of the necessary
adjustments to all of the press systems
to include feeder, register, printing,
inking, dampening and delivery. Also
make necessary adjustments on
placement of copy, and balancing of
ink and water. Follow registration
requirements.
e. Oral professional assessment — the
handling of an interview scenario
requiring communications and
deliberations with a professional flair
and the ability to think on your feet.
f. Production planning — the solving of
production problems related to paper
and ink to include the different types of
paper, basic sizes and weight; also ink
characteristics and the determination of
amounts of paper and ink needed, and
the cost given certain specifications.
2. For equipment specifications, please check:
http://updates.skillsusa.org.
3. As soon as the contestants have completed
an assigned job and have fulfilled all the
requirements on the rating sheet
satisfactorily, they should notify a judge.
The judges will gather the completed
layout and answers for evaluation and
scoring.

Standards and Competencies
Note for Virtual Competitions: Contestants
may not be required to perform all the
standards and competencies listed in this
section. However, contestants should be
prepared to perform components in all areas.
Prior to the competition, the technical
committee may determine which standards and
competencies contestants will be perform for
the virtual contests. The technical committee
will determine if additional information is

needed for contestants prior to the competition.
These changes will be posted on the SkillsUSA
Championships contest update website at:
http://updates.skillsusa.org.
GC 1.0 — Demonstrate competencies related to the digital
workflow process to related PrintED competencies
1.1
Follow instructions on job ticket
1.1.1 Explain the nature and type of
instruction relevant to this type
of work
1.1.2 Determine all implications of the
instructions on the steps that
follow
1.2
Use page layout software
1.2.1 Use InDesign
1.2.2 Use QuarkXPress
1.2.3 Distinguish between the
functionality of each page layout
software
1.3
Check files in preparation for preflight
1.3.1 Describe the steps to be followed
prior to preflight
1.4
Complete preflight procedures
1.4.1 Explain the process and concept
of checking files to rip
1.5
Check and make necessary corrections to
files prior to preflight
1.5.1 Apply the use of a checklist prior
to preflight
1.6
Apply instructions for ripping of
completed files
1.6.1 Explain terminology and
directions prior to preflight
1.7
Demonstrate knowledge of the PMS
color system
1.8
Demonstrate knowledge of type use in
page layout design
1.8.1 Explain how type can affect
design
1.9
Make adjustments when sending a job to
an output device
1.10 Use InDesign in opening and exporting
files to an output device
1.10.1 Describe the use of software in
preflight and ripping
1.11 Use QuarkXPress in opening and
exporting files to the output device
1.11.1 Describe the use of software in
preflight and ripping

GC 2.0 — Demonstrate competencies related to electronic
prepress processes to related PrintED competencies
2.1
Use page layout software, InDesign or
QuarkXPress
2.1.1 Describe software functionality
2.1.2 Explain software use in page
layout design
2.2
Follow instructions in designing page
layout document
2.2.1 Define terms used in page layout
2.2.2 Apply instructions to an assigned
work project
2.3
Import provided picture files
2.3.1 Explain considerations in the
handling of pictures being
imported to page layout
2.4
Import text files provided
2.4.1 Explain considerations in the
handling of text being imported
to page layout
2.5
Create colors for rules and headlines
2.5.1 Describe the procedures to add
color to the page layout
2.6
Check for accuracy prior to saving a
completed file
2.6.1 Explain the procedures for
checking files before preflight
2.7
Save a completed file
GC 3.0 — Demonstrate competencies related to finishing
processes to related PrintED competencies
3.1
Read instructions for use of tabletop
folding equipment
3.1.1 Define terms used in folding
procedures
3.1.2 Describe various folding
procedures
3.2
Make adjustments on tabletop folder
3.2.1 Explain the components and
functionality of the tabletop
folder
3.3
Make adjustments for a letterfold
3.3.1 Describe the characteristics of a
letterfold fold
3.4
Make adjustments for an accordion fold
3.4.1 Describe the characteristics of an
accordion fold
3.5
Demonstrate knowledge of paper
characteristics
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GC 4.0 — Demonstrate competencies related to offset
press operations processes to related PrintED competencies
4.1
Read job ticket instruction for job to be
run on a press
4.1.1 Define terms used
4.1.2 Describe presswork procedures
4.2
Make necessary adjustments to a job in a
given situation
4.2.1 Translate instructions into
appropriate adjustments
4.3
Make adjustments in the feeder system
4.3.1 Explain the components and
functionality of the feeder
systems
4.4
Make adjustments in the register system
4.4.1 Explain the components and
functionality of the register
system
4.5
Make adjustments in the delivery system
4.5.1 Explain the components and
functionality of the delivery
system
4.6
Make adjustments in the inking system
4.6.1 Describe the characteristics of
ink
4.6.2 Explain the components and
functionality of the inking system
4.7
Make adjustments in the dampening
system
4.7.1 Explain the components and
functionality of the dampening
system
4.8
Make adjustments in the printing system
4.8.1 Explain the components and
functions of the printing system
4.9
Demonstrate understanding of paper
handling procedures
4.10 Demonstrate knowledge of ink and
water balance
4.10.1 Explain the theory of offset —
ink and water do not mix
4.11 Demonstrate safe operations when
running the press
4.11.1 Describe the safety implications
of operating a press
4.12 Make necessary adjustments to comply
with the job being printed in terms of
color, placement and registration
4.12.1 Explain the overall offset press
operations function
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GC 5.0 — Demonstrate competencies related to production
planning to related PrintED Competencies
5.1
Demonstrate knowledge of the
characteristic of various types of paper,
i.e., basic sizes, basis weight, etc.
5.2
Perform paper cutting problem solving
5.2.1 Describe the process to
determine number out in paper
use
5.3
Demonstrate knowledge of grain and
how it affects run ability on the press
and paper cutting
5.4
Demonstrate knowledge of inks: kinds
and characteristics
5.4.1 Explain ink and its characteristics
5.4.2 Describe the composition of ink
and its use in different processes
5.4.3 Perform ink consumption
problems
5.4.4 Complete formulas and
procedures to determine ink use
5.5
Determine total quantities of paper
needed
5.5.1 Explain paper purchasing:
pricing and quantities
5.6
Determine total quantity of ink needed
5.6.1 Describe ink use and ink
requirements
5.7
Determine cost of paper and ink
5.7.1 Describe the process to
determine total cost of ink and
paper on a job
5.8
Make dummies for production planning
purposes
GC 6.0 — Complete an oral professional assessment in a
simulated customer situation
6.1
Perform customer service related
activities when relating to a customer
6.1.1 Explain the function of the
customer service representative
6.2
Communicate professionally with
technical knowledge
6.2.1 Describe the workings of a
production environment
6.2.2 Explain the nature of work
performed and requirements of
customers
6.3
Respond quickly, accurately and
professionally in a customer situation

Committee Identified Academic Skills
The technical committee has identified that the
following academic skills are embedded in this
contest.

•

Language Arts Standards
•

Math Skills
•
•
•

Source: McREL compendium of national science standards. To
view and search the compendium, visit:
http://www2.mcrel.org/compendium/browse.asp.

Use fractions to solve practical problems.
Simplify numerical expressions.
Solve practical problems involving
percents.
Solve single variable algebraic expressions.

Science Skills
None Identified.

•

Language Arts Skills
•
•
•

•

Provide information in conversations and in
group discussions.
Provide information in oral presentations.
Demonstrate use of nonverbal
communication skills: eye contact, posture
and gestures using interviewing techniques
to gain information.
Demonstrate knowledge of appropriate
reference materials.

•

Connections to National Standards
State-level academic curriculum specialists
identified the following connections to national
academic standards.

•

Math Standards
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geometry.
Measurement.
Problem solving.
Communication.
Connections.
Representation.

•

Students read a wide range of print and
nonprint texts to build an understanding of
texts, of themselves, and of the cultures of
the United States and the world; to acquire
new information; to respond to the needs
and demands of society and the workplace;
and for personal fulfillment. Among these
texts are fiction and nonfiction, classic and
contemporary works.
Students apply a wide range of strategies to
comprehend, interpret, evaluate and
appreciate texts. They draw on their prior
experience, their interactions with other
readers and writers, their knowledge of
word meaning and of other texts, their
word identification strategies and their
understanding of textual features (e.g.,
sound-letter correspondence, sentence
structure, context, and graphics).
Students adjust their use of spoken, written
and visual language (e.g., conventions,
style, vocabulary) to communicate
effectively with a variety of audiences and
for different purposes.
Students use a variety of technological and
information resources (e.g., libraries,
databases, computer networks and video)
to gather and synthesize information and to
create and communicate knowledge.
Students use spoken, written and visual
language to accomplish their own purposes
(e.g., for learning, enjoyment, persuasion
and the exchange of information).

Source: IRA/NCTE Standards for the English Language Arts.
To view the standards, visit: www.ncte.org/standards.

Source: NCTM Principles and Standards for School
Mathematics. For more information, visit:
http://www.nctm.org.
Science Standards
•
•
•
•

Understands
matter.
Understands
energy.
Understands
Understands

the structure and properties of
the sources and properties of
forces and motion.
the nature of scientific inquiry.
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Resume Scoring Rubric

Category
Personal Information:
Name, address, city, state, zip, phone & email

Skills:
Workplace, Technical, Personal *See Framework

Education:
High school, technical school, dual- enrollment

Employment:
And/or volunteer work or list NA

Points
10
20
20
10

Activities, Awards and Honors:
Should include SkillsUSA membership/activities

References:
Or references available upon request

20
10

Spelling, Punctuation &
Grammar

10

More than one page

-10

NEW for 2021
You must include the link(s) to your digital documents and/or videos in your
resume and save as a PDF.
Directions:
Step 1: Record your video submission using a digital platform like Zoom
Step 2: Open Google Drive or One Drive and upload your Zoom file
Step 3: Right click on your Zoom file and select “get link”. Remove Restrictions so anyone with
the link can access your file
Step 4: Copy that link and paste it into the bottom of your resume
Step 5: If your contest requires a written submission, repeat the process of uploading your
document to your Google Drive or One Drive, and then copy the link and paste into your
resume
Step 6: Once your resume is complete, click File, Save As, and scroll down to select PDF, then Save

Click Here to view a sample resume with embedded links

SkillsUSA Scoring Rubric
Virtual Championships
Contestant #
Skills

Possible Points

Resume

100

Portfolio (Written Submission)

100

Video (Skills Demonstration/Narration)

200

Oral Interview/Role Play

100

Penalties
Clothing

-50

Resume

-100

Total Score

Judges Notes:

Points Earned

CLOTHING
CLASSIFICATIONS
With Photos

Class A: SkillsUSA Attire:
•
•
•
•

Red SkillsUSA blazer, windbreaker or sweater, or black or red SkillsUSA jacket.
Button-up, collared, white dress shirt (accompanied by a plain, solid black tie), white
blouse (collarless or small-collared) or white turtleneck, with any collar not to extend
into the lapel area or the blazer, sweater, windbreaker or jacket.
Black dress slacks (accompanied by black dress socks or black or skin-tone seamless
hose) or black dress skirt (knee-length, accompanied by black or skin-tone seamless
hose).
Black dress shoes.

Class B: Healthcare Attire
•
•
•
•
•

Official blue scrubs.
Scrubs should fit appropriately for all health contests and should be properly hemmed
and wrinkle free. Only plain, white, collarless T-shirts may be worn underneath the
scrubs. Hair must be pinned up and off the collar.
White socks or skin-tone seamless hose.
Health-professionals white or black leather work shoes.
Shoes must be all-white or black leather (no canvas), completely enclosed (no open-toe
or open-heel). Athletic-style shoes that meet the criteria are acceptable.

Class C: Contest Specific — Manufacturing/Construction Khaki Attire
•
•

Official SkillsUSA khaki short-sleeve work shirt and pants.
Black, brown or tan leather work shoes.

Note: Safety glasses must have side shields or goggles (prescription glasses may be used
only if they are equipped with side shields. If not, they must be covered with goggles).

Class D: Contest Specific — Blue Attire
•
•
•

Official SkillsUSA light blue work shirt.
Navy pants.
Black, brown or tan leather work safety shoes (with protective toe cap).

Note: Safety glasses with side shields or goggles (prescription glasses may be used only if
they are equipped with side shields. If not, they must be covered with goggles).

Class E: Contest specific — Business Casual
•
•
•

Official SkillsUSA white polo shirt.
Black dress slacks (accompanied by black dress socks or black or skin-tone seamless
hose) or black dress skirt (knee-length, accompanied by black or skin-tone seamless
hose).
Black leather closed-toe dress shoes.

Class F: Contest Specific — Cosmetology
•
•
•
•

Official SkillsUSA white dress shirt.
Black dress slacks.
Black socks or black or skin-tone seamless hose.
Black leather work or dress shoes.

Note: The Official SkillsUSA white cosmetology smock or apron can be worn with the white
dress shirt.

Class G: Culinary/Commercial Baking Attire
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

White or black work pants or black-and-white checkered chef’s pants.*
White chef’s jacket.
White or black leather work shoes (non-slip).
White apron.
White neckerchief.
Side-towels.
Hairnet.

Note: Chef’s hats (toques) will be supplied by the national technical committee, as well as
food handlers’ gloves.
* Black-and-white checkered chef’s pants not available through the SkillsUSA Store.

Class H: Contest Specific — Restaurant Service
•
•
•
•
•

Official SkillsUSA white long-sleeved dress shirt, or long- sleeved plain white collared
shirt.
Black dress slacks (accompanied by black dress socks or black or skin-tone seamless
hose) or black dress skirt (knee-length) (accompanied by black or skin-tone seamless
hose).
Plain black tie with no pattern or SkillsUSA black tie.
Black socks.
Shined black leather work shoes or black flat heels.

Note: Bistro aprons are the official apron for Restaurant Service and are required. Waiter’s
jackets, bow ties, vests, cummerbunds or half aprons are not permitted.

Class I: Contest Specific — Welding/Welding Fabrication
•
•

Official SkillsUSA khaki work shirt and pants (both the pants and shirt must be 100%
cotton).
Black, brown, or tan leather work shoes.

Note: Safety glasses with side shields or goggles (prescription glasses may be used only if
they are equipped with side shields. If not, they must be covered with goggles).

